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KeyCue celebrates 15th anniversary with half-price offer and version 9.3
Published on 05/14/19
Celebrating its 15th anniversary, Ergonis Software today released KeyCue 9.3, an update to
the company's keyboard shortcut and emoji tool for macOS. KeyCue has become a versatile
assistant, which presents frequently used elements on cue, such as keyboard shortcuts,
local files and folders, and URL collections. Since version 9, KeyCue is also the perfect
tool for discovering and using the constantly growing number of emojis. Save 50% off the
regular price when ordering KeyCue during May 2019.
Perg, Austria - KeyCue, Ergonis' highly acclaimed keyboard shortcut and emoji tool,
celebrates its 15th anniversary with the release of version 9.3 and an exclusive
half-price offer.
The first version of KeyCue was released in May 2004 as a mere keyboard shortcut cheat
sheet. Its original purpose was to help Mac users to learn and use keyboard shortcuts.
Since then, it has become a versatile assistant, which presents frequently used elements
on cue, such as keyboard shortcuts, local files and folders, and URL collections. Since
version 9, KeyCue is also the perfect tool for discovering and using the constantly
growing number of emojis.
"We are very happy about the long-lasting worldwide success of KeyCue and to celebrate
KeyCue's 15th anniversary," said Christoph Reichenberger, founder and CEO of Ergonis
Software. "We invite the Mac community to celebrate with us and to get KeyCue at 50 % off
now."
In celebration of this anniversary, customers can save 50% off the regular price when
ordering a license for KeyCue during May 2019. To get the discount, enter the coupon code
"KeyCue15" during the checkout process at Ergonis' online store https://store.ergonis.com.
The coupon code is good for all KeyCue purchases at the Ergonis online store except
upgrades and site licenses.
While the online community loves emojis, people become more and more frustrated about the
confusing multitude of slightly different emojis, which makes it tedious to choose and
type the right one. This is where KeyCue comes to help. KeyCue shows a table of all
available emoji characters and lets you insert any emoji with a click. To find out more
about a certain emoji, move the mouse pointer over it to see an enlarged view and a
description of the emoji's meaning. Finding and typing the right emoji has never been
easier.
KeyCue 9.3 shows emoji characters slightly larger and therefore makes them easier to
distinguish. It also improves the handling of URLs in URL collections. Besides that, the
new version contains a number of fixes and enhancements behind the scenes to improve
overall stability and compatibility with future versions of macOS.
Visit Ergonis Software's website to learn more about the changes in this release and to
download and try the new version.
System Requirements:
* KeyCue 9.3 requires Mac OS X 10.7 or newer and is recommended for macOS Mojave
(10.14).
Availability and Ordering:
KeyCue can be purchased securely on the Ergonis Software website. The upgrade to KeyCue
9.3 is free for anyone who purchased a license for KeyCue 8 or KeyCue 9 on or after
October 1st, 2017. Upgrade paths are available for owners of older licenses. All KeyCue 9
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purchases (new and upgrades alike) include all subsequent 9.x upgrades at no additional
cost. For information about purchases, including enterprise licenses, volume discounts,
and upgrade pricing offers, see the company's web site.
Ergonis Software:
https://www.ergonis.com
KeyCue 9.3:
https://www.ergonis.com/products/keycue
Download KeyCue:
https://www.ergonis.com/downloads/keycue-install.dmg
Purchase:
https://store.ergonis.com/products/keycue
Image (KeyCue 9 is the ultimate emoji picker):
https://www.ergonis.com/press/2019/20190514/keycue-emoji-picker.png
Media Assets:
https://www.ergonis.com/press

Headquartered in Perg, Austria, Ergonis Software Gmbh is a privately held software
development company founded in 2002. With a focus on innovation, Ergonis develops
ergonomic and intuitive software that boosts the productivity of Mac and PC users alike.
Copyright 2002-2019 Ergonis Software Gmbh. All Rights Reserved. Ergonis products are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of Ergonis Software GmbH. Other company and
product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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